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SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19

STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

STATE OF MAINE,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff
v.
GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BANGOR CAR CARE, INC.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MY MAINE RIDE,

CONSENT JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants

Plaintiff State of Maine (the "State”) has filed an Amended Complaint
against Defendants Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., Bangor Car Care, Inc.,
Bumper2Bumper, Inc. ("B2B”), and My Maine Ride (“MMR”). Defendants
Geiser, B2B, and MMR have consented to the entry of this Consent Judgment,
without trial or adjudication, which is dispositive of all issues of fact or law
Gan
Kao (vJ" <5W^Jed >
against them except as provided herein.Airis therefore ORDERED and
ADJUDGED as follows:
I.

JURISDICTION

The Court has personal jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter
jurisdiction over this action. The Complaint states a claim for relief pursuant
to 5 M.R.S. § 209 of the Unfair Trade Practices Act (5 M.R.S. §§ 205-A - 214).
II.

FINDINGS

Defendants Geiser, B2B and MMR have violated 5 M.R.S. § 207 and the
Secretary of State’s Maine'Used Car Information Act Sticker Rule (the "Sticker

Rule/' 29-250 C.M.R. ch. 104) in connection with their business of promoting
and selling used cars. Said Defendants have cooperated fully in this legal
process and in reaching this Consent Judgment.
III.
1.

INJUNCTION ' ■

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209 and M.R. Civ. P. 65, Defendants

Geiser, B2B and MMR and any entity in which any of them has an ownership
interest, together with their officers, agents and employees, shall be enjoined
for a period uf'seven (7) years from the date of March 1, 2014, when Mr. Geiser
voluntarily agreed to a suspension of his dealer license for MMR, from:
A.

Engaging in the business of promoting, selling, repairing,'
inspecting, repossessing, arranging the financing for, and/or
financing used motor vehicles, including Unsafe Motor
Vehicles,1 within the State of Maine;

B.

. Pursuing any consumer for a deficiency balance owed to any
said Defendant following repossession of the vehicle;

C.

Making an adverse report on a consumer's credit report to
any credit reporting agency for a deficiency balance owed to
any said Defendant following repossession of the vehicle; and

D.

Applying for a dealer's license, a license as an inspection
technician or for an inspection station, a registration to

¡f

1An Unsafe Motor Vehicle is a “reconstructable motor vehicle” as defined in 10 M.R.S. § 1471(6A).
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provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number.
However, Mr. Geiser shall not be barred by this Injunction from
promoting, selling, arranging financing for, and/or repairing used motor
vehicles as an employee of a licensed dealer or auto repair business so long as
the business is not owned or operated by a member of his household, and it
does not promote and/or sell to consumers Unsafe Motor Vehicles that are not
towed fromithe premises as a condition of sale. Upon accepting any
employment with a licensed dealer or auto repair business, Mr. Geiser shall
notify the Attorney General’s Office of such employment within 30 days of his
commencing work.
2.

Within sixty (60) days of the effective date of this Consent

Judgment, Mr. Geiser shall provide to the Attorney General:
A.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who had a loan deficiency owed to any said Defendant
following repossession o f the vehicle since April 1, 2007, the
amount of the deficiency, and whether an adverse credit
report against the consumer was made to any credit
reporting agency. If any said Defendant has made such an
adverse report since that date, Mr. Geiser shall direct

each

applicable credit reporting agency to remove the adverse
report from the consumer’s credit report, and he shall

3

immediately provide to the Attorney General a certification of
his compliance with this provision.
B.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who owe any said Defendant for a loan and are current in
their payments, together with the date of the loan, the
term, the loan amount, the amount outstanding, the
vehicle make and model, and its VIN number; and

- O.

A list containing the names'and addresses of the consumers
who are behind in their payments owed to any said
Defendant for a loan but whose vehicles have not been
repossessed, together with the date of the loan, the term, the
loan amount, the amount overdue, and the vehicle make and
model.

3.

Mr. Geiser represents that he has surrendered his dealer's license,

his licenses as an inspection mechanic and for an inspection station, and his
registration as a general creditor to the appropriate state agency. He further
represents that he has closed all sales tax registration accounts that any said
Defendant has with Maine Revenue Services,
IV.

RESTITUTION

Defendants B2B and MMR shall pay restitution to the Attorney General
who shall use the funds received to reimburse consumers whose claims are
accepted in the plaims,process set forth below. The amount of restitution shall
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be no more than $30,000. The recipients shall be.determined through the
following claims process:
1. Using consumer files from the Attorney General's office, those
provided by Defendants B2B and MMR, and files provided by the
finance companies, the Attorney General shall notify “Potentially
Affected Consumers” who are identified from those sources by letter
which is postmarked no later than September 15, 2014.
- 2. Th e Attorney General shall mail to each Potentially Affected Consumer
a “Notice of Claims Period” and a Claim form. The Notice shall (a)
explain how Potentially Affected Consumers m ay apply to the Attorney
General for reimbursement; and (b) specify that Claims Forms must
be postmarked to the Attorney General's Office no later than
November 15, 2014.
3. The Claim form shall request that the Potentially Affected Consumer
provide information on (i) the company .that sold the car; (ii) the date
of purchase; (iii) the amount of down payment; (iv) the finance

= ■

company and amount financed; (v) the basis for the claim, which is.
either a) that the company failed to disclose any mechanical defect
that rendered the vehicle inoperable or unsafe within 90 days of
purchase or b) that the vehicle failed to pass inspection within 30
days of purchase; and (vi) the date(s) of necessary repairs and
amount(s) spent to repair or correct the basis for the claim. The
Potentially Affected Consumer shall be asked to attach supporting
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documentation, if any, and to affirm, under penalty of perjury, that a
good faith effort has been made to find and provide supporting
documentation, and the information provided is true and accurate to
the best of the consumer’s knowledge and belief
4. The Attorney General shall publish the Notice of Claims Period once in
the Lewiston Sun Journal and the Bangor Daily News to notify
consumers of the claims period and how to contact the Attorney
General’s Office to obtain a Claim Form.
5. The Attorney General shall accept Claim Forms that are postmarked
no later than November 15, 2014. After expiration of the Claims
Period, the Attorney General shall provide copies of all accepted Claim
Forms to Defendants’ counsel.
6. No later than 30 days after counsel has been sent the Claim Forms,
Defendants B2B and MMR shall notify the Attorney General of all
claims that they dispute, and the basis for such. Claim Forms that
are not in dispute shall be deemed approved by all parties. The
parties shall meet and confer in good faith to resolve all disputed
claims. The Attorney General shall notify the Court of the total dollar
amount of the approved claims, If the Attorney General and
Defendants B2B and MMR are unable to reach an agreement on the
disputed claims within 30 days, said Defendants shall file an
objection with the Court, setting forth the claims in dispute and the
reasons why. Defendants B2B and MMR shall provide the Attorney
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General with all documents, if any, that support their objection to
each disputed claim. The Court shall decide the disputed claims and
may, in its sole discretion, order the parties to produce additional
evidence, including testimony, to assist in the resolution of the claim.
The Court shall then issue an order setting forth the amount of
restitution, which shall be no more than $30,000, to be paid by said
Defendants, and the terms.of payment:
V. ' VIOLATIONS
Each and every violation of any provision of this Consent Judgment shall
be treated as a separate contempt thereof. If the State proves that any
Defendant that is a party to this Consent Judgment has committed such a
violation, all Defendants that are parties to this Consent Judgment and any
entity in which any of them has an ownership interest shall be permanently
enjoined from engaging in the business of promoting, selling, repairing,
inspecting, financing, and/or arranging the financing for, used motor vehicles,
including Unsafe Motor Vehicles, within the State .of Maine; and from applying
for a dealer’s license, a license as an inspection technician or for an inspection
station, ?a registration to provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number. The Court m ay assess a civil penalty of up to $10,000 for
each adjudged violation.
VI.

RETENTION OF JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction is retained by this Court for the purpose of enabling any
party to apply to the Court at any time for further order and directions as may
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Ÿt
be necessary or appropriate for the modification, construction, enforcement, or
execution of this Consent Judgment.
VII.

EFFECTIVE DATE

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this Consent Judgment shall be
effective on
This Consent Judgment may be incorporated by reference on the court
docket.

Dated:
Justice, /ftkine Superior Court

/!,

Dated;

z û

a

/t '

CAROLYN m SILSBY, Maine Bar gb. 3030
LINDA J. CONTI, Maine Bar No. 3638
Assistant Attorneys General
Office of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0006
Tel. (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for Plaintiff State of Maine

P£,nJ U L l6 't t k

'

GLENN A; GEÌSER, JR. hereby acknowledges that he is the sole officer
. • • ir .
and shareholder of the Defendant entities, Bumper2Bumper, Inc. and My
Maine Ride. By his signature below, he agrees that the provisions contained in
this Consent Judgment shall bind him personally, together with said entities.

Dated :

O IM

/ M
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SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19

STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
V.

GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BANGOR CAR CARE, INC.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MYMAINE RIDE,
Defendants

)
)
>
J
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER ON THE STATE’S MOTION
TO AMEND CONSENT JUDGMENT

After consideration of Plaintiff State of Maine’s Motion to Amend Consent
Judgment (the “Motion”), and hearing no objection from Defendants Glenn A.
Geiser, Jr., Bumper2Bumper, Inc. (“B2B”)'and My Maine Ride (“MMR”) that are
parties to the Consent Judgment, it hereby ORDERED that the State’s Motion
is GRANTED. The following paragraphs in Section IV of the Consent Judgment
are modified as underlined below:
1.

Using consumer files from the Attorney General’s office, those

provided by Defendants B2B and MMR, and files provided by the finance
companies, the Attorney General shall notify “Potentially Affected Consumers”
who are identified from those sources by letter which is postmarked no later
than December 15, 2014.
2.

The Attorney General shall mail to each Potentially Affected

Consumer a “Notice of Claims Period” and a Claim form. The Notice shall (a)
explain how Potentially Affected Consumers m ay apply to the Attorney General
1

for reimbursement; and (b) specify that Claims Forms must be postmarked to
the Attorney General's Office no later than February 16, 2015.
5.

The Attorney General shall accept Claim Forms that are postmarked

no later than February 16, 2015.
In all other respects, the Consent Judgment shall remain in force and
effect.
This Order is incorporated into the docket by reference at the specific
direction of the Court.

Date

2

STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MY MAINE RIDE,
Defendants

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

FINAL ORDER
ON RESTITUTION

)
)

Plaintiff State of Maine, by and through its Attorney General, and
Defendants Bumper2Bumper, Inc. (“B2B”) and My Maine Ride (“MMR”) hereby
consent to the entry of this Final Order on Restitution (“Final Order") to resolve
all issues concerning the determination and payment of restitution on
consumer claims submitted to the Attorney General pursuant to the Consent
Judgm ent entered on August 26, 2014, as later amended by Order on the
State’s Motion to Amend Consent Judgment (the “Order”) dated October 3,
20144 Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:
1.

The Attorney General provided the notice of the claims process to

all identified “Potentially Affected Consumers” required by the Consent
Judgment, and accepted all Claim forms that were postmarked or e-mailed by
the deadline. A copy of the Attorney General’s mailer containing the Notice of
Claims Period and a Claim Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.1

1 T h e O rder am ended only the deadlines related to the claim s process set forth in
Section IV, paragraphs 1, 2 and 5 o f the C onsent Judgm ent.

2.

Through the claims process, the Attorney General received 99

claims from consumers who requested restitution from B 2B . Upon review, the
Attorney General approved 18 substantiated claims totaling $18,840, which are
supported by narrative and documentary evidence, and 54 general claims,
which are largely supported by narrative. The Attorney General disapproved 27
claims that are unsupported by narrative or documentary evidence.
3.

Through the claims process, the Attorney General received 116

claims from consumers who requested restitution from MMR. Upon review, the
Attorney General approved 17 substantiated claims totaling $13,893, and 68
general claims. The Attorney General disapproved 31 claims.
4.

The sureties for B2B and MMR have each paid to the Attorney

General the penal sum on their dealer license bonds of $5,000 and $25,000,
respectively, which sums are being held by the Attorney General pending the
issuance of this Final Order.
5.

Defendants are no longer represented by counsel. Mr. Geiser, as

B 2B ’s and MMR’s sole shareholder and officer, has waived their right pursuant
to Section IV, paragraph 6 of the Consent Judgment to review and dispute any
claim approved by the Attorney General
6.

The parties have agreed that B2B and MMR shall pay a total o f

$30,000 in consumer restitution from the penal sums o f their licensing bonds
as follows:
A.

B2B shall pay restitution o f $5,000, which shall be
distributed by the Attorney General on a pro rata basis to

2

those consumers whose substantiated claims were
approved by the Attorney General in the amounts set forth in
Exhibit 2, which is attached hereto and incorporated by
reference.
B.

MMR shall pay restitution of $25,000, which shall be
distributed by the Attorney General to those consumers
whose substantiated and general claims were approved by
the Attorney General in the amounts set forth in Exhibit 3,
which is attached hereto and incorporated by reference.

7.

Jurisdiction is retained by this Court for the purpose o f enabling

any party to apply to the Court for further order as may be necessary to modify
or execute this Final Order.
This Final Order may be incorporated by reference on the court docket.

Dated:
Justice, Maine Superior Gourt

JANET T. MILLS
ATTORNEY GENERAL

zo/5~

V__
CAROLYN Ài SILSBY, Maine Baj /Nfo. 3030
LINDA J. CONTI, Maine Bar No. 3638
Assistant Attorneys General
Office of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0006
Tel. (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for Plaintiff State of Maine
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GLENN A. GEISER, JR. hereby acknowledges that he is the sole officer
and shareholder of Defendants Bumper2Bumper, Inc. and M y Maine Ride. By
his signature, he hereby agrees that the provisions contained in this Final
Order on Restitution shall bind the Defendant companies.
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC. and
MY MAINE RIDE
/

Dated: June JD ,2 01 5

„

_______________
Glenn A. Oieiser, Jr.
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R egional O ffices
84 H arlow St . 2n d Floor
B ang o r , M aine 04401
TEL: (207) 941-3070
Fa x : (207) 941-3075

J anet T. M ills
attorney general

TEL: (207) 626-8800
TTY USERS CALL MAINE RELAY 711

S tate of M aine
O ffice of the A ttorney G eneral
6 S tate H ouse S tation
Augusta, Maine 0 4 3 3 3 - 0 0 0 6

415 C ongress 3t „ Ste . 301
P ortland , M aine 04101
T el: (207) 822-0260
F ax : (207) 822-0259
14 A ccess H ig hw ay . Ste . l
C ariboo , M aine 04736
T el: (207) 496-3792
Fa x : (207) 496-3291

NOTICE OF CLAIMS PERIOD
Dear Potentially Affected Consumer:
- On August 26, 2014, the Penobscot County Superior Court approved a consent judgment
between the State o f Maine and Defendants Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., Bumper2Bumper, Inc., and M y Maine
R ide for violations o f the Unfair Trade Practices A ct and the Maine Used Car Information Sticker Rule.
In addition to an injunction that bans the Defendants from promoting and selling used cars until March
1, 2021, the consent judgment provides for a small restitution fund to reimburse customers o f
Bumper2Bumper and M y Maine Ride whose claims are allowed through a claims process administered
by the Attorney General. The State's case against Bangor Car Care, Inc. has not been resolved so
customers o f Bangor Car Care are not eligible to participate in this claims process.

You are receiving this Notice because we believe that you may have bought a vehicle from
Bumper2Bumper or My Maine Ride. You are eligible to submit a claim to the Attorney General's
O ffice i f your vehicle (1 ) had a mechanical defect that the company did not disclose that rendered the
vehicle unsafe or inoperable within 90 days o f purchase, or (2) failed to pass inspection within 30 days
o f purchase.
To make a claim, please complete the enclosed claim form, attach any documents that support
your claim, such as your contract, inspection reports, and receipts, read and sign the affirmation, and
mail the claim form with all supporting documents no later than February 16, 2015 to;
Office o f the Attorney General
Consumer Protection Division
B2B/MMR Claims
6 State House Station
Augusta, M E 04333-0006
You may also scan your completed claim form and any supporting documents, and e-mail them
no later than February 16, 2015 to consiuner.mediation@maine.gov. Claims postmarked or e-mailed
to the Attorney General’s Office after February 16, 2015 will not be considered. Y o u w ill be
notified o f the decision on your claim after the close o f the Claims Period. I f you have any questions or
need help completing the enclosed form, please call the Attorney General’ s Consumer Protection
D ivision at 1-800-436-2131 (in Maine only) or (207) 626-8849, M onday through Friday from 9:00 A .M .
- noon and 1;00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

I

EXHIBIT

m

CLAIM FORM
If you bought a vehicle from Bum per2Bum per, Inc. or My Maine Ride, you are eligible to submit a claim to the Attorney
General for reimbursement from a small restitution fund if your vehicle (1) had an undisclosed mechanical defect that
rendered it unsafe or inoperable within 90 days of purchase, or (2) failed to pass inspection within 30 days of purchase.
To make a claim, please complete this form, attach any documents that support your claim, such as your contract,
inspection reports, and receipts, read and sign the affirmation below, and mail them no later than February 16, 2015 to:
Office of the Attorney General
Consumer Protection Division
B2B/MMR Claims
6 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0006
You may also scan your completed claim form and any supporting documents, and e-mail them no later than February 16,
2015 to consumer.mediation@maine.gov. Claim s postm arked or e-mailed after February 16, 2015 will n ot be
considered. You will be notified of the decision on your claim after the close of the Claims Period. If you have any
questions or need help completing this form, please call the Attorney General’s Consumer Protection Division at 1-800436-2131 (in Maine only) or (207) 626-8849, Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. - noon and 1:00 P.M. —4:00 P.M.
Name______________________________________________________________ Phone_____________________________________
Address ■

_____ _

E-Mail Address_____________________________________________________________________________________ __
Company that sold you the vehicle_____________________________________________ Date of purchase

..

Amount of your down payment_________________________________________________
Finance com pany________________________________________________ Amount you financed_________________________ __
Basis for your claim (check one):
______ a) The company failed to disclose a mechanical defect that rendered my vehicle inoperable or unsafe
within 90 days of purchase; or
______ b) My vehicle failed to pass inspection within 30 days of purchase.
Date(s) of necessary repairs and amount(s) spent to repair or correct the basis for your claim.

AFFIRMATION
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby affirm that I have made a good faith effort to find and provide copies of any document
that supports my claim for reimbursement. I further affirm that the information that i have provided is true and accurate to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature

Printed Name

Date

B 2B CLAIMS ALLOWED & PRO RATA REIMBURSEMENT

Pro Rata
Reimbursement

Consumer

Claim Allowed

1.

Adam Anderson

$

3 ,0 00.00

$

796.18

2.

Danielle Charles

$

9 2 0 .0 0

$

244.16

3.

Melissa 85 Joseph Fortier

$

518.00

$

137.47

4.

Olivia Gamage

$

34 8 .0 0

$

92.36

5.

Kevin Glenn

$ 3 ,2 0 9 .0 0

$

851.65

6.

Clyde Greenleaf

$

684.00

$

181.53

7.

Bradley Houghton

$

32 6 .0 0

$

86.52

8.

Lisa Jarvis

$

100.00

$

26.54

9.

Stacy & Justin Landeen

$

2 0 7 .0 0

$

54.94

10.

Peter Mishou

$

159.00

$

42.20

11.

Brian Murray

$

3 5 0 .0 0

$

92.89

12.

Nathan Perkins

$

100.00

$

26.54

13.

Linda Polches

$

1,339.00

$

355.36

14.

Lorie Rezendes

$

165.00

$

43.79

$ 2,134.00

$

56 6 .3 5

15.

■Steven Scott

16.

Tammy Shain

$

86 9 .0 0

$

2 3 0 .6 3

17.

John Sheehan

$ 1,388.00

$

368.37

18.

Steven Wing & Philip Ellis

$

$

8 0 2 .5 5

TOTAL

3 ,0 2 4 .0 0

$18,840.00

$ 5,000.00

MMR CLAIMS ALLOWED
Substantiated Claims
1.

Donald R. Brown, III

$ 4,620.

2.

John Carter

$

3.

Michael DelNegro

$ 2,306.

4.

Scott P. Dennis

$

171.

5.

Andrae Dixon

$

709.

6.

Timothy Hildreth

$

266.

7.

Jessica Monaghan McEwen

$

660.

8.

Shanda Morgan

$

214.

9.

Ramona Nevells

$

479.

10.

Shelley O'Leary & Duane Coffill

$

214.

11.

Melanie Petty

$

197.

12.

Asa Robbins & Shane Preston

$

00
<0

13.

Melissa Stoiy

$

272.

14.

Jose J. Tapia-Smith

$

200.

15.

Jessica C. Trott

$

568.

16.

Irma Wentworth

$

912.

17.

Randy Willard

$

278.

TOTAL

359.

$13,893.

1.

Miranda Armstrong

$

163.34

2.

Timothy Ashlock

$

163.34

3.

Erica Batson

$

163.34

4.

Paul R. Bean, Jr.

$

163.34

5.

Corrie A. Bergeron

$

163.34

6,

Brinda Bourgoin

I

163.33

7.

Elbert J. Brown

$

163.34

8.

Blake Burnham

$

163.34
tabbtes-

General Claims

9.

Scott Carter

$

163.34

10.

Timothy Clark

$

163.34

11.

Carol Cook

$

163.34

12.

Edna F. Curtis

$

163.34

13.

Marcia A. Curtis

$

163.34

14.

Cynthia L. Cyr

$

163.34

15.

Joseph W. Davis

$

163.34

16.

Penny Dearborn

$

163.34

17.

Priscilla & Garold Demmons

$

163.34

18.

Francis 8s Betsy Dittman

$

163.34

19.

David Dixon, Sr.

$

163.34

20.

Kenneth Fiondaca

$

163.34

21.

Forrest F. Flagg, Jr.

$

163.34

22.

Joel L. Foster

$

163.34

23.

Jessica Dawn Francis

$

163.34

24.

William Gallant

$

163.34

25.

Brenda L. Geel

$

163.34

26

Jeremy & Kaitlin Gibbs

$

163.34

27.

Charissa Hagerty

$

163.34

28.

Christine M. Hand

$

163.34

29.

Valorie L. Haskins

$

163.34

30.

Kellie Howe

$

163.34

31.

Stacey Irish

$

163.34

32.

Lisa Juszkiewicz

$

163.34

33.

Ryann Kenney 8s Jeremy Bennett

$

34.

Brian S. King

$

163.34

35.

Sally A. King

$

163.34

36.

Kaitlyn P. Krause

$

163.34

37.

Annamarie LaGasse

$

163.34

38.

Candace McKinnon

$

163.34

39.

Elmer L, Miner, Sr.

$

163.34

2

'

163.34

40.

Levi Moores

$

163.34

41.

Spring A. Morin

$

163.34

42.

Jaime Neagle

$

163.34

43.

Jason J. Ouellette

$

163.34

44.

Nancy Palardy

$

163.34

45.

Lisa M. Palmieri

$

163.34

46.

Karena Parker

$

163.34

47.

Joseph Pouliot

$

163.34

48.

Eleni Psikarakis

$

163.34

49..

Michele Ray

$

163.34

50.

Meisha Rice 8s Dan A. Lane

$

163.34

51.

BreAnne L. Rich

$

163.34

52.

Alex D. Richardson

$

163.34

53.

Robin L. Richardson

$

163.34

54.

Johnathan Russell

$

163.34

55.

Jerome R. Sanford

$

163.34

56.

Carole Scott

$

163.34

57.

Stephen L. Scovil

$

163.33

58.

Corey Sherwood

$

163.33

59.

Marie T. Smith

$

163.33

60.

Chanmonica Sok

$

163.33

61.

David Spugnardi, Jr.

$

163.33

62.

Heather Stilovis

$

163.33

63.

Randall Sullivan

$

163.33

64.

Leslie D. Swett

$

163.33

65.

Amanda Tash

$

163.33

66.

Frank Waterhouse

$

163.33

67.

Carl Witham

$

163.33

68.

Glen Witham

$

163.33

$11,107.00

TOTAL
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STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19

STATE OF MAINE,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff

GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BANGOR CAR CARE, INC.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MY MAINE RIDE,

CONSENT JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)

Defendants

Plaintiff State of Maine (the “State”) has filed an Amended Complaint
against Defendants Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., Bangor Car Care, Inc.,
Bumper2Bumper, Inc. (“B2B”), and My Maine Ride (“MMR”). Defendants
Geiser, B2B, and MMR have consented to the entry of this Consent Judgment,
without trial or adjudication, which is dispositive of all issues of fact or law
O r ' C&jrx-

i'vcP
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against them except as provided herein, ftlris therefore ORDERED and
ADJUDGED as follows:
I.

JURISDICTION

The Court has personal jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter
jurisdiction over this action. The Complaint states a claim for relief pursuant
to 5 M.R.S. § 209 of the Unfair Trade Practices Act (5 M.R.S. §§ 205-A - 214).
II.

FINDINGS

Defendants Geiser, B2B and MMR have violated 5 M.R.S. § 207 and the
Secretary of State’s Maine Used Car Information Act Sticker Rule (the “Sticker

I

Rule,” 29-250 C.M.R. ch. 104) in connection with their business of promoting
and selling used cars. Said Defendants have cooperated fully in this legal
process and in reaching this Consent Judgment.
III.
1.

INJUNCTION

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209 and M.R. Civ. P. 65, Defendants

Geiser, B2B and MMR and any entity in which any of them has an ownership
interest, together with their officers, agents and employees, shall be enjoined
for a-period’W 'Seven (7) years from the date of March 1, 2014, when Mr. Geiser
voluntarily agreed to a suspension of his dealer license for MMR, from:
A.

Engaging in the business o f promoting, selling, repairing,
inspecting, repossessing, arranging the financing for, and/or
financing used motor vehicles, including Unsafe Motor
Vehicles,1 within the State of Maine;

B.

. Pursuing any consumer for a deficiency balance owed to any
said Defendant following repossession of the vehicle;

C.

Making an adverse report on a consumer's credit report to
any credit reporting agency for a deficiency balance owed to
any said Defendant following repossession of the vehicle; and

D.

Applying for a dealer’s license, a license as an inspection
technician or for an inspection station, a registration to

1An Unsafe Motor Vehicle is a “reconstructable motor vehicle” as defined in 10 M.R.S. § 1471(6A).
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i

provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number.
However, Mr. Geiser shall not be barred by this Injunction from
promoting, selling, arranging financing for, and/or repairing used motor
vehicles as an employee of a licensed dealer or auto repair business so long as
the business is not owned or operated by a member of his household, and it
does not promote and/or sell to consumers Unsafe Motor Vehicles that are not
towed from#the premises as a condition of sale. Upon accepting any
employment with a licensed dealer or auto repair business, Mr. Geiser shall
notify the Attorney General's Office of such employment within 30 days of his
commencing work.
2,

Within sixty (60) days of the effective date of this Consent

Judgment, Mr. Geiser shall provide to the Attorney General:
A,

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who had a loan deficiency owed to any said Defendant
following repossession of the vehicle since April 1, 2007, the
amount of the deficiency, and whether an adverse credit
report against the consumer was made to any credit
reporting agency. If any said Defendant has made such an
adverse report since that date, Mr. Geiser shall direct

each

applicable credit reporting agency to remove the adverse
report from the consumer's credit report, and he shall

3

immediately provide to the Attorney General a certification of
his compliance with this provision.
B.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who owe any said Defendant for a loan and are current in
their payments, together with the date of the loan, the
term, the loan amount, the amount outstanding, the
vehicle make and model, and its VIN number; and

•

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who are behind in their payments owed to any said
Defendant for a loan but whose vehicles have not been
repossessed, together with the date of the loan, the term, the
loan amount, the amount overdue, and the vehicle make and
model.

3.

Mr. Geiser represents that he has surrendered his dealer’s license,

' his licenses as an inspection mechanic and for an inspection station, and his
registration as a general creditor to the appropriate state agency. He further
represents that he has closed all sales tax registration accounts that any said
Defendant has with Maine Revenue Services.
IV.

RESTITUTION

Defendants B2B and MMR shall pay restitution to the Attorney General
who shall use the funds received to reimburse consumers whose claims are
accepted in the Claims .process set forth below. The amount of restitution shall
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f

be no more than $30,000. The recipients shall be.determined through the
following claims process:
1. Using consumer files from the Attorney General's office, those
provided by Defendants B2B and MMR, and files provided by the
finance companies, the Attorney General shall notify "Potentially
Affected Consumers" who are identified from those sources by letter
which is postmarked no later than September 15, 2014.

■ 2. TheAttorney General shall mail to each Potential^ Affected Consumer
a "Notice of Claims Period" and a Claim form. The Notice shall (a)
explain how Potentially Affected Consumers m ay apply to the Attorney
General for reimbursement; and (b) specify that Claims Forms must
be postmarked to the Attorney General’s Office no later than
November 15, 2014.
3. The Claim form shall request that the Potentially Affected Consumer
provide information on (i) the company .that sold the car; (ii) the date
of purchase; (iii) the amount of down payment; (iv) the finance

1-

company and amount financed; (v) the basis for the claim, which is.
either a) that the company failed to disclose any mechanical defect
that rendered the vehicle inoperable or unsafe within 90 days of
purchase or b) that the vehicle failed to pass inspection within 30
days of purchase; and (vi) the date(s) of necessary repairs and
amount(s) spent to repair or correct the basis for the claim. The
Potentially Affected Consumer shall be asked to attach supporting
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General with all documents, if any, that support their objection to
each disputed claim. The Court shall decide the disputed claims and
may, in its sole discretion, order the parties to produce additional
evidence, including testimony, to assist in the resolution of the claim.
The Court shall then issue an order setting forth the amount of
restitution, which shall be no more than $30,000, to be paid by said
Defendants, and the terms of payment.
V.

VIOLATIONS

Each and every violation of any provision of this Consent Judgment shall
be treated as a separate contempt thereof. If the State proves that any
Defendant that is a party to this Consent Judgment has committed such a
violation, all Defendants that are parties to this Consent Judgment and any
entity in which any of them has an ownership interest shall be permanently
enjoined from engaging in the business of promoting, selling, repairing,
inspecting, financing, and/or arranging the financing for, used motor vehicles,
Including Unsafe Motor Vehicles, within the State of Maine; and from applying
for a dealer’s license, a license as an inspection technician or for an inspection
station, a registration to provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number. The Court may assess a civil penalty of up to $10,000 for
each adjudged violation.
VI.

RETENTION OF JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction is retained by this Court for the purpose of enabling any
party to apply to the Court at any time for further order and directions as may
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be necessary or appropriate for the modification, construction, enforcement, or
execution of this Consent Judgment.
VII.

EFFECTIVE DATE

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this Consent Judgment shall be
effective o n __ 'Zlfr

_______ :______ •

This Consent Judgment may be incorporated by reference on the court
docket.

Dated: Q jju jflr-.

?0\4
Justice, /Maine Superior Court

(L

Dated:

CAROLYN H} SILSBY, Maine Bar gjb. 3030
LINDA J. CONTI, Maine Bar No. 3638
Assistant Attorneys General
Office of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0006
Tel. (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for Plaintiff State of Maine

JUi 1 q nni/

pavo&cor

20llf

'DlST^ f c 0^ c o u R]

GLENN A-. GEISER, JR. hereby acknowledges that he is the sole officer ' .. • ir .
and shareholder of the Defendant entities, Bumper2Bumper, Inc. and My
Maine Ride. By his signature below, he agrees that the provisions contained in
*
this Consent Judgment shall bind him personally, together with.said entities.

Dated: Q ^ i f f
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STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19

STATE OF MAINE,
)
)

Plaintiff
v.

)
GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BANGOR CAR CARE, INC.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MY MAINE RIDE,

CONSENT JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants

Plaintiff State of Maine (the “State”) has filed an Amended Complaint
against Defendants Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., Bangor Car Care, Inc.,
Bumper2Bumper, Inc. (“B2B”), and My Maine Ride (“MMR”). Defendants
Geiser, B2B, and MMR have consented to the entry of this Consent Judgment,
without trial or adjudication, which is dispositive of all issues of fact or law
against them except as provided herein. It is therefore ORDERED and
ADJUDGED as follows:
I.

JURISDICTION

The Court has personal jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter
jurisdiction over this action. The Complaint states a claim for relief pursuant
to 5 M.R.S. § 209 of the Unfair Trade Practices Act (5 M.R.S. §§ 205-A - 214).
II.

FINDINGS

Defendants Geiser, B2B and MMR have violated 5 M.R.S. § 207 and the
Secretary of State’s Maine Used Car Information Act Sticker Rule (the “Sticker

Rule/’ 29-250 C.M.R. ch. 104) in connection with their business of promoting
and selling used cars. Said Defendants have cooperated fully in this legal
process and in reaching this Consent Judgment.
III.
1.

INJUNCTION

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209 and M.R. Civ. P. 65, Defendants

Geiser, B2B and MMR and any entity in which any of them has an ownership
interest, together with their officers, agents and employees, shall be enjoined
for a period of seven (7) years from the date of March 1, 2014, when Mr. Geiser
voluntarily agreed to a suspension of his dealer license for MMR, from:
A.

Engaging in the business of promoting, selling, repairing,
inspecting, repossessing, arranging the financing for, and/or
financing used motor vehicles, including Unsafe Motor
Vehicles,1 within the State of Maine;

B.

Pursuing any consumer for a deficiency balance owed to any
said Defendant following repossession o f the vehicle;

C.

Making an adverse report on a consumer’s credit report to
any credit reporting agency for a deficiency balance owed to
any said Defendant following repossession of the vehicle; and

D.

Applying for a dealer’s license, a license as an inspection
technician or for an inspection station, a registration to

1An Unsafe Motor Vehicle is a “reconstructable motor vehicle” as defined in 10 M.R.S. § 1471(6A).
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provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number.
However, Mr. Geiser shall not be barred by this Injunction from
promoting, selling, arranging financing for, and/or repairing used motor
vehicles as an employee of a licensed dealer or auto repair business so long as
the business is not owned or operated by a member of his household, and it
does not promote and/or sell to consumers Unsafe Motor Vehicles that are not
towed from the premises as a condition of sale. Upon accepting any
employment with a licensed dealer or auto repair business, Mr. Geiser shall
notify the Attorney General’s Office of such employment within 30 days of his
commencing work.
2.

Within sixty (60) days of the effective date of this Consent

Judgment, Mr. Geiser shall provide to the Attorney General:
A.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who had a loan deficiency owed to any said Defendant
following repossession of the vehicle since April 1, 2007, the
amount of the deficiency, and whether an adverse credit
report against the consumer was made to any credit
reporting agency. If any said Defendant has made such an
adverse report since that date, Mr. Geiser shall direct

each

applicable credit reporting agency to remove the adverse
report from the consumer’s credit report, and he shall

3

immediately provide to the Attorney General a certification of
his compliance with this provision.
B.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who owe any said Defendant for a loan and are current in
their payments, together with the date of the loan, the
term, the loan amount, the amount outstanding, the
vehicle make and model, and its VIN number; and

C.

A list containing the names and addresses of the consumers
who are behind in their payments owed to any said
Defendant for a loan but whose vehicles have not been
repossessed, together with the date of the loan, the term, the
loan amount, the amount overdue, and the vehicle make and
model.

3.

Mr. Geiser represents that he has surrendered his dealer’s license,

his licenses as an inspection mechanic and for an inspection station, and his
registration as a general creditor to the appropriate state agency. He further
represents that he has closed all sales tax registration accounts that any said
Defendant has with Maine Revenue Services.
IV.

RESTITUTION

Defendants B2B and MMR shall pay restitution to the Attorney General
who shall use the funds received to reimburse consumers whose claims are
accepted in the claims process set forth below. The amount of restitution shall
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be no more than $30,000. The recipients shall be determined through the
following claims process:
1. Using consumer files from the Attorney General’s office, those
provided by Defendants B2B and MMR, and files provided by the
finance companies, the Attorney General shall notify “Potentially
Affected Consumers” who are identified from those sources by letter
which is postmarked no later than September 15, 2014.
2. The Attorney General shall mail to each Potentially Affected Consumer
a “Notice of Claims Period” and a Claim form. The Notice shall (a)
explain how Potentially Affected Consumers m ay apply to the Attorney
General for reimbursement; and (b) specify that Claims Forms must
be postmarked to the Attorney General’s Office no later than
November 15, 2014.
3. The Claim form shall request that the Potentially Affected Consumer
provide information on (i) the company that sold the car; (ii) the date
of purchase; (iii) the amount of down payment; (iv) the finance
company and amount financed; (v) the basis for the claim, which is.
either a) that the company failed to disclose any mechanical defect
that rendered the vehicle inoperable or unsafe within 90 days of
purchase or b) that the vehicle failed to pass inspection within 30
days of purchase; and (vi) the date(s) of necessary repairs and
amount(s) spent to repair or correct the basis for the claim. The
Potentially Affected Consumer shall be asked to attach supporting
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documentation, if any, and to affirm, under penalty of perjury, that a
good faith effort has been made to find and provide supporting
documentation, and the information provided is true and accurate to
the best of the consumer's knowledge and belief.
4. The Attorney General shall publish the Notice of Claims Period once in
the Lewiston Sun Journal and the Bangor Daily News to notify
consumers of the claims period and how to contact the Attorney
General’s Office to obtain a Claim Form.
5. The Attorney General shall accept Claim Forms that are postmarked
no later than November 15, 2014. After expiration of the Claims
Period, the Attorney General shall provide copies of all accepted Claim
Forms to Defendants’ counsel.
6. No later than 30 days after counsel has been sent the Claim Forms,
Defendants B2B and MMR shall notify the Attorney General of all
claims that they dispute, and the basis for such. Claim Forms that
are not in dispute shall be deemed approved by all parties. The
parties shall meet and confer in good faith to resolve all disputed
claims. The Attorney General shall notify the Court of the total dollar
amount of the approved claim s. If the Attorney General and
Defendants B2B and MMR are unable to reach an agreement on the
disputed claims within 30 days, said Defendants shall file an
objection with the Court, setting forth the claims in dispute and the
reasons why. Defendants B2B and MMR shall provide the Attorney
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General with all documents, if any, that support their objection to
each disputed claim. The Court shall decide the disputed claims and
may, in its sole discretion, order the parties to produce additional
evidence, including testimony, to assist in the resolution of the claim.
The Court shall then issue an order setting forth the amount of
restitution, which shall be no more than $30,000, to be paid by said
Defendants, and the terms of payment;
V.

VIOLATIONS

Each and every violation of any provision of this Consent Judgment shall
be treated as a separate contempt thereof. If the State proves that any
Defendant that is a party to this Consent Judgment has committed such a
violation, all Defendants that are parties to this Consent Judgment and any
entity in which any of them has an ownership interest shall be permanently
enjoined from engaging in the business of promoting, selling, repairing,
inspecting, financing, and/or arranging the financing for, used motor vehicles,
including Unsafe Motor Vehicles, within the State of Maine; and from applying
for a dealer’s license, a license as an inspection technician or for an inspection
station, a registration to provide consumer financing, or a sales tax registration
account number. The Court may assess a civil penalty of up to $10,000 for
each adjudged violation.
VI.

RETENTION OF JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction is retained by this Court for the purpose of enabling any
party to apply to the Court at any time for further order and directions as m ay
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be necessary or appropriate for the modification, construction, enforcement, or
execution of this Consent Judgment.
VII. EFFECTIVE DATE
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this Consent Judgment shall be
effective on

______

.

This Consent Judgment may be incorporated by reference on the court
docket.

Dated:

________________________________
Justice, Maine Superior Court

P

Dated:

a a.

P{j

û.

C A R O LY N
S ILSB Y, M aine Bar $ b . 3030
L IN D A J. C O N TI, M aine B ar No. 3638

Assistant Attorneys General
Office of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0006
Tel. (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for Plaintiff State of Maine

GLENN A-. GEISER, JR. hereby acknowledges that he is the sole officer
.
and shareholder of the Defendant entities, Bumper2Bumper, Inc. and My
Maine Ride. By-his signature below, he agrees that the provisions contained in
this Consent Judgment shall bind him personally, together with.said entities.

Dated:

Q

/// Pm

Glenn A. Gei
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R egional Offices
84 H arlow St . 2nd Floor
Bangor , M aine 04401
T el: (207) 941-3070
F ax : (207} 941-3075

J anet T. M ills

415 C ongress St , Ste . 301
P ortland , M aine 04101
T el: (207) 822-0260
FAX: (207) 822-0259

ATTO R NEY GENERAL

TEL: (207) 626-8800
TTY USERS CALL MAINE RELAY 711

S tate of Maine
O ffice of the A ttorney G eneral
6 S tate H ouse S tation
A ugusta, M aine 0 4 3 3 3 - 0 0 0 6

14 A ccess H ighway , Ste . 1
C aribou , M aine 04736
T el: (207) 496-3792
FAX: (207) 496-3291

July 22, 2014

Penny H. Reckards, Clerk
Penobscot County Superior Court
78 Exchange Street
Bangor, ME 04401
Re:

State of Maine v. Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., et al.
Docket No. CV-14-19

Dear Ms. Reckards:
Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced matter please find
State’s First Amended Complaint.
Please let me know if you need anything further. Thank you for
your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Linda J. Conti
Assistant Attorney General
LJC/gac
Enclosure
Joseph M. Baldacci, Esq.
cc:
Jose
Marilyn Geiser, Pro Se

STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-14-19

STATE OF MAINE,

)
)

Plaintiff

GLENN A. GEISER, JR.,
BANGOR CAR CARE, IN C.,
BUMPER2BUMPER, INC., and
MY MAINE RIDE,
Defendants

)
)
)
)
)

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
(Injunctive Relief Requested)

)
)

I. INTRODUCTION
1.

Attorney General Janet T. Mills brings this action in the name of

the State o f Maine against Glenn A. Geiser, Jr., Bangor Car Care, Inc.,
Bumper2Bumper, Inc., and My Maine Ride, pursuant to the Maine Unfair
Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S. §§ 205-A - 214 (the “UTPA”), seeking permanent
injunctive relief, restitution, civil penalties, costs and attorney's fees.
II. PARTIES
2.

Plaintiff, State of Maine (the “State”), is a sovereign state that

brings this action by and through its Attorney General, pursuant to 5 M.R.S.
§§191 and 209 and the powers vested in her by common law.
3.

Defendant Glenn A. Geiser, Jr. (“Geiser”) is, and was, at all

material times engaged in the business o f selling used cars as the general
manager of Bangor Car Care, Inc., and later as the owner and general manager

of Bumper2Bumper, Inc. and My Maine Ride. At all times material to this
Complaint, he has formulated, directed, controlled, had the authority to
control, or participated in the acts and practices set forth in this Complaint.
His business address is 170 Washington Street, Bangor, Maine 04401.
4.

Defendant Bangor Car Care, Inc. (“BCC”) is a Maine corporation

that was formerly a licensed dealership in the business of selling used cars at
its principal location in or near Bangor, Maine, and at several annex locations.
Geiser was its general manager. His mother is its sole shareholder and officer.
BCC was administratively dissolved by the Secretary o f State on August 15,
2013.
5.

Bumper2Bumper, Inc. (“B2B”) is a Maine corporation that was

formerly a licensed dealership in the business of selling used cars at its
principal location on 170 Washington Street in Bangor, Maine, and at several
annex locations. Geiser is its sole officer and shareholder, and its alter ego.
B2B was administratively dissolved by the Secretary o f State on August 13,
2013.
6.

Defendant My Maine Ride (“MMR”) is a Maine corporation that is a

licensed dealership in the business of selling used cars at its principal location
on 170 Washington Street in Bangor, Maine, and formerly at an annex location
in Lewiston. Based on information and belief, Geiser is its sole officer and
shareholder, and its alter ego.
7.

Any act that is attributed to Geiser in this Complaint includes any

act of any employee, agent, and/or representative acting on his behalf, as
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well as any defendant entity named herein through which he has operated his
business, unless otherwise noted.
III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over the parties, and

jurisdiction over this action pursuant t o 4 M . R . S . § 1 0 5 and 5 M.R.S. § 209.
9.

Venue is properly laid in Penobscot County pursuant to 5 M.R.S.

§ 209.
IV. STATUTORY BACKGROUND
10.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 207, unfair and deceptive acts or practices

in the conduct of any trade or commerce are unlawful.
11.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209:
Whenever the Attorney General has reason to believe that
any person is using or about to use any method, act or
practice declared by § 207 to be unlawful and that
proceedings would be in the public interest, he m ay bring an
action in the name o f the State against such person to
restrain by temporary or permanent injunction the use of
such method, act or practice and the Court may make such
orders or judgments as may be necessary to restore to any
person who has suffered any ascertainable loss by reason of
the use or employment of such unlawful method, act or
practice, any monies or property, real or personal, which
m ay have been acquired by means of such method, act or
practice....

12.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209, each intentional violation o f 5 M.R.S.

§ 207 that results from unfair or deceptive conduct is a civil violation for which
a penalty of up to $ 10,000 may be imposed.
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13.

Pursuant to 14 M.R.S. § 1522(1)(A), should the State prevail in an

action brought by the Attorney General to enforce 5 M.R.S. § 207, the Court
shall allow litigation costs, including court costs, reasonable attorney’s fees,
and reasonable expert witness fees.
14.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1174(1), it is an unfair and deceptive

practice for a dealer to engage in “any action which is arbitrary, in bad faith or
unconscionable and which causes damage to the public.”
15.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1174(4)(C), it is an unlawful unfair and

deceptive practice for a dealer to use any false or misleading advertisement in
connection with the dealer’s business.
16.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S.A. § 1474, a dealer offering for sale, or

selling, a used vehicle warrants that the dealer has inspected it and that:
A.

The vehicle meets inspection standards and displays
a valid State inspection sticker issued within 60 days of the
sale, pursuant to 29-A M.R.S. § 1754(1)(C); or

B.

The vehicle is a reconstructable, i.e., unsafe, motor vehicle
(hereinafter, “UMV”), that does not meet inspection
standards, and is in the condition specified in the
inspection report on the Unsafe Motor Vehicle sticker
(hereinafter, “UMV sticker”) that must be affixed
to the vehicle.

17.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and 29-250 C.M.R. ch.104, § 1(E)

(2010) o f the Maine Used Car Information Act Sticker Rule (the “Sticker Rule”),
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no dealer may sell, negotiate the sale of, offer for sale or transfer any UMV
unless the dealer affixes a UMV sticker to it, which includes the following
conspicuous notice:

UNSAFE MOTOR VEHICLE
THIS CAR DOES NOT MEET MAINE’S INSPECTION
LAW AND IS UNSAFE TO DRIVE ON THE ROAD.
THIS CAR WILL NEED TO BE REBUILT OR REPAIRED
IN ORDER TO MEET MAINE’S INSPECTION LAWS
AND BE SAFELY DRIVEN ON THE ROAD.
A copy of the Sticker Rule and a UMV sticker are attached hereto as Exhibits A
and B, respectively.
18.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and § 1{E) of the Sticker Rule, a

UMV must be inspected by a licensed inspection mechanic at a licensed
inspection station no more than 60 days prior to the dealer's sale, negotiation
for sale, offer for sale or transfer, and the inspection report on the UMV sticker
must disclose all items that failed.
19.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and § 1(E) of the Sticker Rule, the

dealer must obtain the buyer's signature and date on the UMV sticker prior to
selling or transferring a UMV, and must immediately provide a signed and
dated yellow copy to the buyer.
20.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and § 1(E) of the Sticker Rule, the

dealer cannot remove the yellow copy o f the UMV sticker from the UMV.
21.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and § 1(E) of the Sticker Rule, a

UMV sold by a dealer must be towed from the dealership lot.
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22.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1474 and § 1(E) of the Sticker Rule, the

dealer must keep the pink copy of the signed and dated UMV sticker for a
period of 3 years from the date o f sale or transfer.
23.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1475 and § 1(C) of the Sticker Rule, a

dealer selling any used vehicle, including a UMV, must affix a disclosure
statement - the Used Vehicle Buyer's Guide (hereinafter, the “Buyer's Guide”) to it that provides certain information about the vehicle. A copy of the Buyer's

Guide is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
24.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1475(2~A)(C) and § 1(C)(2)(c) of the Sticker

Rule, the dealer must disclose in the Buyer's Guide each mechanical defect
known to the dealer at the time of sale, even if it has been fully repaired.
25.

Pursuant to § 1(F) of the Sticker Rule, a violation of the Sticker

Rule is prima facie evidence of an unfair trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S.
§ 207.
26.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1477, any violation of §§ 1474 and 1475

constitutes a violation of 5 M.R.S. § 207.
V. FACTS
27.

Geiser seeks to attract buyers for his used vehicles who have

financial problems, by using such statements as:
A.

Whether you have slow credit or no credit, whether
you ’ve gone through bankruptcy or repossession, come
in to our dealership and let us help you get into your
next vehicle;

B.

Apply now and get instant approval;
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C.

If you have;
® As little as $300 down
• Payments as low as $50/week
• Proof of a job & driver’s license
Y ou ’re Approved!

28.

Geiser’s customers are typically consumers who have poor credit

and are unable to obtain financing from other sources to buy a vehicle.
29.

Geiser offers financing at interest rates that are at or near 18%,

with installment payments due weekly or monthly.
30.

Geiser buys most of his vehicles at auction, and he resells them to

consumers for inflated prices.
31.

Geiser claims, directly or by implication, that the used vehicles he

promotes and sells are high quality, safe and dependable.
32.

In truth and in fact, most of the vehicles that Geiser promotes and

sells to consumers are older, high mileage models that are at or near the end of
their useful lives.
33.

Most o f the vehicles that Geiser has promoted and sold to

consumers through B2B and MMR are UMVs.
34.

Many of the vehicles that Geiser promotes and sells to consumers

also have mechanical defects.
35.

Geiser represents to consumers that "most of our vehicles come

with an extended warranty to cover major repairs if needed,” implying that an
extended warranty is included in the purchase price o f a vehicle.
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36.

In truth and in fact, none of the vehicles that Geiser sells come

with such an extended warranty. A consumer must buy a service contract at
an additional - and often substantial - cost to obtain possible coverage for
major repairs, which is subject to many limitations and exclusions.
37.

Geiser has added the cost of a service contract to a vehicle’s total

price without the consumer’s consent.
38.

Upon information and belief, the only warranty that Geiser

provides on the vehicles he sells is a two-week warranty on State inspectionrelated items.
39.

Geiser has completed the inspection reports on UMV stickers

affixed to UMVs displayed for sale without having a licensed inspection
mechanic do an inspection.
40.

A consumer cannot take a UMV out on the road for a test drive.

41.

Once the financing on a vehicle has been approved, the consumer

executes sales and financing documents, including a “Used Car Buyer’s Order”
(the “Buyer’s Order”), and pays Geiser a down payment.
42.

The Buyer’s Order states that the vehicle meets State inspection

standards, which is not true if it is a UMV.
43.

Geiser does not require consumers who buy a UMV to sign and

date the UMV sticker, and he does not give them the yellow copy.
44.

Upon information and belief, Geiser removes the yellow copy of the

UMV sticker after the UMV is sold, and does not retain the signed and dated
pink copy for three years.
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45.

Geiser does not require consumers who purchase a UMV to tow it

from the lot.
46.

Geiser tells a consumer who purchases a UMV that it has to go

into the shop for an inspection sticker, and that he or she must return at a
specified date to pick it up.
47.

Upon information and belief, Geiser does not give consumers a list

of repairs and parts provided to their UMV after the sale, including those
required for an inspection sticker.
48.

Many consumers find that their vehicle is not ready when Geiser

promised, and they are repeatedly put off, sometimes for days or weeks.
49.

Consumers have made loan and insurance payments for a vehicle

that they did not have because Geiser failed to deliver it when promised.
50.

Geiser has told some consumers that the vehicle they purchased

was no longer available, and that they would have to take another vehicle
instead.
51.

Upon information and belief, Geiser has submitted financing and

title applications that were not signed by the consumer.
52.

Geiser fails to disclose known mechanical defects on the Buyer’s

Guide for vehicles that he promotes and sells to consumers.
53.

Many consumers have purchased a vehicle that was given an

inspection sticker by Geiser when the vehicle should not have passed
inspection.
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54.

Many consumers who have purchased a vehicle from Geiser

experience major mechanical and/or inspection-related problems within a few
days or weeks, which render it unsafe or inoperable.
55.

When consumers complain, Geiser often refuses to investigate the

problems with the vehicle.
56.

Geiser engages in a pattern of behavior in responding to consumer

complaints that is rude and abusive, and calculated to discourage consumers
from seeking redress.
57.

When Geiser has agreed to fix a vehicle, he often fails to do so

correctly or in a timely manner, necessitating repeat trips by the consumer that
are burdensome and costly.
COUNT I
(Deceptive Claims)
58.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
59.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice o f making deceptive

claims, including that the vehicles he promotes and sells are high quality, safe
and dependable; that most of the vehicles he promotes and sells come with an
extended warranty to cover major repairs if needed; and that the UMV listed on
a Buyer's Order meets State inspection standards, in violation of 10 M.R.S.
§ 1174(4)(C) and 5 M.R.S. § 207.
60.

Geiser's conduct as described herein is intentional.
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COUNT II
(Deceptive Acts)
61.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
62.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice of performing deceptive

acts, including completing inspection reports on UMV stickers that are affixed
to UMVs displayed for sale without having a licensed inspection mechanic do
the inspections; providing inspection stickers to vehicles that should not have
passed inspection; submitting title and financing applications that were not
signed by the consumer; and adding the cost of a service contract to the total
price of a vehicle without the consumer’s consent, in violation of 5 M.R.S.
§ 207.
63.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT III
(Unlawful Sales o f UMVs)

64.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
65.

Geiser has violated 10 M.R.S. § 1474(4) and § 1(E) of the Sticker

Rule by:
A.

Completing an inspection report on a UMV sticker affixed to
a UMV displayed for sale without having a licensed
inspection mechanic do the inspection;

B.

Failing to obtain the buyer’s signature and date on the UMV
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sticker, and to give the buyer the requisite copy prior to sale;
C.

Failing to retain the requisite copy of the signed and dated
UMV sticker for a period of 3 years;

D.

Removing the yellow copy of the UMV sticker from a UMV
that he sells; and

E.

Failing to require the consumer who buys a UMV to tow it
from the lot.

66.

Pursuant to § 1(F) of the Sticker Rule, a violation of the Sticker

Rule is prima facie evidence o f an unfair trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S.
§ 207.
67.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1477(1), a violation o f 10 M.R.S. § 1474

constitutes an unfair and/or deceptive trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S.
§ 207.
68.

GeiseUs conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT IV
(Failure to Disclose Known Mechanical Defects)

69.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs o f this

Complaint.
70.

Geiser has violated 10 M.R.S, § 1475 and the § 1(C) of the Sticker

Rule by failing to disclose known mechanical defects in the Buyer's Guide for
the UMVs and other used vehicles that he promotes and sells.
71.

Pursuant to § 1(F) of the Sticker Rule, a violation of the Sticker

Rule is prima facie evidence of an unfair trade practice in violation o f 5 M.R.S.
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§ 207.
72.

Pursuant to 10 M.R.S. § 1477, any violation o f §§ 1474 and 1475

constitutes an unfair and deceptive trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S. §
207.
73.

Geiser ?s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT V
(Unlawful Provision of State Inspection Stickers)

74.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
75.

Geiser has violated 29-A M.R.S. § 1754(1) by placing State

inspection stickers on vehicles to be operated on a public way that did not meet
State inspection standards.
76.

Pursuant to 29-A M.R.S. § 1754(3), any violation of § 1754

constitutes an unfair and deceptive trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S. §
207.
77.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT VI
(Failure to Timely Deliver Vehicles)

78.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
79.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice of failing to timely

deliver to consumers the vehicles purchased by them, which constitutes an
unfair trade practice in violation of 5 M.R.S. § 207.
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80 .

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT VII
(Failure to Provide List o f Repairs/Parts)

81.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
82.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice o f failing to give

consumers a list o f repairs/parts that he has provided to their vehicles,
including those required for a State inspection sticker, which constitutes an
unfair trade practice in violation o f 5 M.R.S. § 207.
83.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT VIII
(Unlawful Response to Consumer Complaints)

84.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
85.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice of responding to

consumer complaints that is rude, abusive and calculated to discourage
consumers from seeking redress, which constitutes an unfair trade practice in
violation of 10 M.R.S. § 1174(1) and 5 M.R.S. § 207.
86.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT IX
(Misrepresentation of Sales of UMVs)

87.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
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88.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice o f misrepresenting his

sales of UMVs as those of ordinary used vehicles, which constitutes an unfair
and deceptive trade practice, in violation of 10 M.R.S. § 1174(1) and 5 M.R.S.
§ 207.
89.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
COUNT X
(Failure to Timely Repair and to Correct Repairs)

90.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
91.

Geiser has engaged in a pattern or practice o f failing to timely

repair consumers’ vehicles that he has agreed to fix, and to timely correct his
faulty repairs, which constitutes an unfair trade practice in violation of 5
M.R.S. § 207.
92.

Geiser’s conduct as described herein is intentional.
RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE, the State respectfully requests that this Court:
1.

Declare that Geiser has violated:
A.

10 M.R.S. § 1174(1) and 5 M.R.S. § 207 by:
i.

Misrepresenting his sales of UMVs as those of ordinary
used vehicles; and

ii.

Responding to consumer complaints in a manner that
is rude, abusive and calculated to discourage
consumers from seeking redress;
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B.

10 M.R.S. § 1174(4)(C) and 5 M.R.S. § 207 by making
deceptive statements in connection with his promotion and
sale of UMVs and other used motor vehicles;

C.

10 M.R.S. § 1474(4), § 1(E) o f the Sticker Rule and 5 M.R.S.
§ 207 by failing to comply with statutory and regulatory
requirements in connection with his promotion and sale of
UMVs;

D.

10 M.R.S. § 1475, § 1(C) of the Sticker Rule and 5 M.R.S.
§ 207 by failing to disclose known mechanical defects in the

Buyer's Guide for the UMVs and other used vehicles that he
promotes and sells;
E.

29-A M.R.S. § 1754(1) and 5 M.R.S. § 207 by providing State
inspection stickers to vehicles that should not have passed
inspection; and

F.

5 M.R.S. § 207 by:
i.

Performing deceptive acts in connection with his
promotion and sale of UMVs and other used motor
vehicles;

ii.

Failing to have a licensed inspection mechanic inspect
UMVs that he promotes and sells before completing
the inspection reports on the UMV stickers; and

iii.

Failing to timely deliver to consumers the vehicles
purchased by them;
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iv.

Failing to provide consumers with a list of
repairs/parts provided to their vehicles after sale; and

v.

Failing to timely repair vehicles that he has agreed to
repair, and to timely correct his faulty repairs.

2.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209 and M.R. Civ. P. 65, permanently

enjoin Geiser and any entity in which he has an ownership interest, together
with his partners, officers, agents, servants, employees, relatives and attorneys,
and those persons in active concert or participation with him who receive
actual notice of the injunction, from engaging in the business of promoting,
selling and/or financing used motor vehicles, including those designated as
Unsafe Motor Vehicles, within the State of Maine.
3.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S. § 209, determine the amount that Geiser

shall pay in restitution for consumers who have suffered financial loss as a
result of their unlawful practices, following a claims process that is designed
and administered by the Attorney General and approved by the Court.
4.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 209, order Geiser to pay a civil penalty of

$10,000 per violation for each intentional violation o f the UTPA.
5.

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 209 and 14 M.R.S. § 1522(1)(A), order

Geiser to pay the Attorney General her litigation costs, including court costs,
reasonable attorney’s fees, and reasonable expert witness fees.
6.

Order such other and further relief as the Court may deem

necessary to remedy the effects of Geiser’s unfair and deceptive trade
practices.
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Dated at Augusta, Maine the 11th day of July, 2014.
Respectfully submitted,
JANET T. MILLS
Attorney General

CAROLYN £ SILSBY, Maine 4
No. 3030
LINDA J. CONTI, Maine Bar ikg. 3638
Assistant Attorneys General
Office of the Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
Tel: (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for the State of Maine
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B U R E A U O F M O T O R V E H IC L E S

C hapter 104:

R U L E S F O R T H E U SED C A R IN F O R M A T I O N A C T

S U M M A R Y : This Chapter outlines the duties and responsibilities o f the Used Car Dealer pursuant to the
Used Car Information Act, 10 M.R,S A , § § 1 4 7 1 -1 4 7 8

M A IN E USED C A R I N F O R M A T I O N A C T S T IC K E R R U L E

S E C T IO N 1.
A.

G E N E R A L D U T IE S O F A U SED C A R D E A L E R
D E F IN IT IO N S
1.

“ Consumer” means any person who is not a used vehicle dealer, and a person
defined as a “ purchaser” at 10 M .R.S.A. § 1471, suU§6.

2.

“ Dealer” means any person or legal entity which meets the Used Car Information
A ct definition o f “ dealer” at 10 M .R.S.A. §1471, sub-§2.

3.

“ Implied warranty” means an implied warranty arising under the Maine Uniform
Commercial Code, 11 M .R.S.A, §2-314 (as modified by the Magnuson-Moss
A c t) in connection with the sale by a dealer o f a used vehicle that is still within
its useful life.

4.

“ Mechanical defect” means any defect, failure or malfunction o f the mechanical
system o f a motor vehicle, including but not limited to the motor and
transmission, electrical, hydraulic or suspension system, and any defect, damage,
failure or malfunction that significantly affects the safety or normal use o f a
motor vehicle.

5.

“M otor vehicle” means any automobile or truck with a gross vehicle weight o f
not more than 10,000 pounds, and does not include motorcycles.

6.

“ Service contract” means a contract in writing for any period o f time or any
specific mileage to refund, repair, replace or maintain a used vehicle, and which
is provided at an extra charge beyond the price o f the used vehicle.

7.

“ Substantial damage” means damage by collision, water, fire or other means to
the motor vehicle so substantial that i f known to the consumer it would affect the
consumer's decision to purchase the car or the price the consumer would be
w illing to pay.
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“ Used vehicle” means any vehicle driven more than the limited use necessary in
moving, road testing or consumer test drives o f a new vehicle prior to delivery to
a consumer “U sed V eh icle” includes “ program” or “ executive” cars, but does
not include any vehicle sold only for scrap or parts (title documents surrendered
to the state and a salvage certificate issued). A n y vehicle which meets the
definition o f a “ reconstructable motor vehicle” at 10 M .R.S.A, §1471, sub-§6-A
is considered a “ used vehicle.”
9.

“ Warranty” means any undertaking in writing, in connection with the sale b y a
dealer o f a used vehicle, to refund, repair, replace, maintain or take other action
with respect to such used vehicle and provided at no extra charge beyond the
price o f the used vehicle. Also included in this Used Car Information A ct
definition is any representation by a dealer which meets the definition o f
“ warranty” at 10 M .R .S.A §1471, sub-§8.

10.

tfY ou ” means any dealer, or any agent or employee o f a dealer, except where the
term appears on the w indow form required by this rule.

11.

“ Reconstructable motor vehicle” means a-used motor vehicle that does not meet
inspection standards and does not have an inspection sticker affixed to it,

B.

U SED C A R IN F O R M A T I O N A C T V IO L A T IO N S
1.

Misrepresentations. It is a violation o f the M aine Used Car Information A ct,
10 M .R.S.A. §1475:
(a)

T o misrepresent in writing the mechanical condition o f a used vehicle
(verbal misrepresentation may be a violation o f common la w or statutory
law such as the Maine Unfair Trade Practices A ct or the M aine Uniform
Commercial Code);

(b)

(c)

T o misrepresent in writing the terms o f any warranty offered in
connection with the sale o f a used vehicle; and
To represent in writing that a used vehicle is sold with a warranty when
the vehicle is sold without any warranty,

2,

Failure to Disclose. It is a violation o f die M aine Used Car Information Act,
10 M .R.S.A. §1475:
(a)

T o fail to disclose in writing, prior to sale, that a used vehicle is sold
without any warranty; and

(b)

T o fail to make available, prior to sale, the terms o f any written warranty
offered in connection with the sale o f a used vehicle.

(c)

T o fail to disclose in writing, on the w indow form, that a vehicle has a
major mechanical defect, even i f that defect has been fixed, i f you are
aware o f it.
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(d)

To fail to disclose in writing, on the window form, that a vehicle has had
substantial damage from collision, fire, water or any other means, i f you
are aware o f it,

C.

C O N S U M E R S A L E S - B U Y E R ’ S G U ID E W IN D O W F O R M
It is a violation o f the M aine Used Car Information Act, 10 M.R'.S.A. § 1475, for any
dealer to fail to comply with the following requirements:
1.

General Duty, B efore you offer a used vehicle for transfer or sale to a consumer
or another dealer, you must prepare, fill in as applicable and display on that
vehicle a “Buyer’ s Guide” as required by this Rule.
(a)

Use a side window to display the form so both sides o f the form can be .
read, with the title ‘B uyer’ s Guide” facing to the outside. Y ou may
remove a form temporarily from the window during any test drive, but
you'must return it as soon as the test drive is over.

(b)

The capitalization, punctuation and wording o f all items, headings and
text on the form must be exactly as required by this Rule. The entire
form must be printed in 100% black ink on a white stock no smaller that
12 % inches high by 8 % inches w ide in the type styles, sizes and format
indicated in the sample form in Appendix D, with no additions or
deletions.

2.

Directions fo r F illin g Out B u yer’ s Guide. When filling out this Buyer’ s Guide
form, fo llo w the directions (a) through (m):
(a)

Make, M odel, M odel Year, V IN . Put the vehicle’ s name (for example,
“ C h evrolef’), model (for example, V ega), model year and complete
vehicle identification number (V IN ) in the spaces provided. Y o u may
write the dealer stock number in the space provided or you may leave

-

this space blank.
(b)

Prior Use. Enter the principal manner that the vehicle was used by the
former owner, such as personal transportation, police car, daily rental
car, taxi or other descriptive term,

(c)

Mechanical Defects. Enter a statement identifying any and all
mechanical defects known to you at the time o f sale. You must make this
disclosure even i f the defect has been fully repaired, A reconstructable
vehicle must be disclosed as an “ unsafe vehicle” .

(d)

H ow Acquired. Enter the type o f sale by which you acquired the vehicle,
such as trade-in, sh eriffs sale, repossession, dealer auction, out-of-state
dealer auction or other descriptive term.
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(e)

Substantial Damage. Enter a statement identifying any and all substantial
damage that the vehicle has sustained that is known to you, including
damage to the body or engine from collision, fire, water or other causes.
Y ou must make this disclosure even i f the damage has been fully
repaired.

(f)

Warranty o f Inspectability. Except for reconstructable motor vehicles,
clearly labeled as an “U nsafe M otor Vehicle” , you cannot sell or transfer
a vehicle unless it meets the State inspection standards and displays a
valid inspection sticker issued to your dealership during the last 60 days
prior to the date o f sale or transfer. This box must be checked unless the
vehicle is a reconstructable motor vehicle. Neither you nor the buyer can
reduce or negotiate away this warranty.

(g )

N o Express Warranty Except That Vehicle Can Pass State Inspection. I f
you offer the vehicle without any dealer express warranty, except the
warranty that it can pass inspection, check this box. I f you offer the
vehicle with a dealer express warranty or with implied warranties, or
with both, then check the appropriate boxes below this section o f the
Buyer’ s Guide,

(h)

Dealer Express Warranty. I f you offer the vehicle with an express
warranty, briefly describe the warranty terms in the space provided. This
description must include the follow in g warranty information:
(i)

Whether the warranty offered is ecFuH” or “ Lim ited” . Mark the
box next to the appropriate designation.

(ii)

Which o f the specific systems are covered (fo r example,
“ engine, transmission, differential” ). Y ou cannot use shorthand,
such as “ drive train” or “ power train” for covered systems.

(iii)

The duration (fo r example, “ 30 days or 1,000 miles, whichever
occurs first” ),

(iv )

The percentage o f the repair cost paid by you (fo r example, “ The
- dealer w ill pay 100% o f the labor and 100% o f the parts.” )

(v )

I f you charge the consumer a deductible for each repair, enter
the amount in the space provided here or list separate
deductibles on the “ Duration” line.

(v i)

I f the vehicle is still under the manufacturer’ s original warranty,
you must add the follow in g paragraph below the “ Full/Limited
Warranty” disclosure: “ M A N U F A C T U R E R .’ S W A R R A N T Y
S T IL L A PPLIE S. The manufacturer’ s original warranty has not
expired on the vehicle. Consult the manufacturer’ s warranty
booklet for details as to warranty coverage, service location,
etc,”
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(v ii)

If, follow ing negotiations, you and the buyer agree to changes in
the warranty coverage, mark the changes on the form, as
appropriate, I f you first offer the vehicle with an express
warranty, but then sell it without one, cross out the original
warranty offer and mark the “ N o Express Warranty” box.
I f your express warranty requires the consumer to pay a
deductible, enter the amount and terms on the line provided.

(i)

Service Contracts, I f you make a service contract available on the
vehicle, .you must mark the box provided below the warranty disclosure
area.

(|)

Implied Warranties. In many cases you may disclaim the protection
provided consumers by the Maine implied warranty laws. These laws
include the Warranty o f Merchantability (i.e., the vehicle is fit for the
ordinary purposes for which such vehicles are used) and the Warranty o f
Fitness (i.e., you know the consumer is relying on your specific advice
as to whether the car is fit for a particular purpose). Assuming the car is
still within its useful life and has not been abused by its other owners, i f
you have not disclaimed implied warranties (by checking the “N o ” box),
you may be responsible for:
(i)

(ii)

repairing defects in materials or workmanship that were not
apparent when you sold the vehicle; or
for accepting back the car i f it is not fit for the specific purpose
you advised it was suitable for.

However, pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss Warranty A c t (15 U.S.C.
§2301

et seq.\

under certain circumstances your right to limit implied

warranties is not absolute. For example, i f you offer a dealer express
warranty then you may only limit implied warranties to the duration o f
the express warranty and i f you wish to so limit them you should check
that box. Further, you may not disclaim or limit implied warranties at all
i f you sell the customer a service contract for the used car within 90 days
o f the sale o f the ear. For example, i f you sell the purchaser a service
contract, you cannot disclaim implied warranties and should not check
the Implied Warranty “ N o ” box.
(k)

Important Information: Prior Titled Owner’ s Name And Address Is
Available From The Dealer Upon Request. Maine law requires the
dealer to promptly disclose upon request o f any person the name and
address o f the previous owner o f the motor vehicle. The prior owner’ s
name and address as given on the title are public record and disclosure
does not violate privacy laws.

(l)

Vehicle Returned T o Manufacturer. This vehicle has been the subject o f
a “Lem on Law ” complaint. I f a used vehicle has been returned to a
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manufacturer because o f warranty defects, you must give consumers any
details known to you.
(m )

Complaints..in the space provided under "N otice o f Breach o f Warranty”
put the name, title and telephone number o f the person who should be
contacted i f any complaints arise after sale. I f warranty repairs are not to
be performed at your dealership, you must put the name, address and
other identifying information o f each facility within a radius o f 50 miles
o f the dealer’ s place o f business to which the vehicle may be brought for
repairs, replacement o f parts and other service under the warranty.

D.

W IN D O W F O R M G IV E N T O B U Y E R
1.

F orm given to buyer. Give the buyer o f a used vehicle sold by you the window
form described above containing all o f the disclosures required by the Rule and
reflecting the warranty coverage agreed upon. I f you prefer, you may give the
buyer a copy o f the original, so long as that copy accurately reflects all o f the
disclosures required by the Rule and the warranty coverage agreed upon.

2.

The white copy o f the w indow form is given to the buyer and the copy with an
original signature o f the buyer is to be kept in your files.

3.

In corp orated into contract. The information on the final version o f the w indow
form is incorporated into the contract o f sale for each used vehicle you sell to a
consumer. Information on the w indow form overrides any contrary provisions in
the contract* o f sale. To inform the consumer o f these facts, include the follow in g
language in 10 pt. bold caps in each consumer contract o f sale:
“ The information you see on the w indow form for this vehicle is part o f this
contract. Information on the w indow form overrides any contrary provisions in
the contract or sale.”

4.

C on tra ry statements. You may not make any statements, oral or written, or take
other actions which alter or contradict the disclosures required above.

5.

W a rra n ty negotiations. Y o u may negotiate over express warranty coverage, as
long as the final warranty terms are described in the contract o f sale and
summarized on the copy o f the w indow form you give to the buyer,

E.

C O N S U M E R S A L E S - U N S A F E M O T O R V E H IC L E W IN D O W F O R M
1.

The vehicle must be inspected at a licensed state safety inspection station. The
“ U N S A F E M O T O R V E H IC L E ” form must be completed and signed by a
licensed inspection mechanic at a licensed inspection station,

2.

The form must have the follow in g information:
a.

The make, model, year and vehicle identification number
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3.

b.

The signature o f the inspection mechanic

c.

The inspection station number

d.

The date that the inspection was done,

e

Disclosure o f items that fail the inspection.

.

The form must be affixed to vehicle. The yellow copy o f the “ U N S A F E M O T O R
V E H IC L E ” window form must be affixed to the vehicle prior to displaying the
vehicle for sale.

4.

A t the time o f sale have the buyer sign the white and pink copy o f the form. G ive
the yellow copy o f the form to the buyer. Keep the signed pink copy for your
records.

5.

The car cannot be driven from your dealership lot,

6.

Y o u cannot remove the y ello w copy o f the “ U N S AFE M O T O R V E H IC L E ”
form from the vehicle.

F.

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES
Violations o f any o f these Rules is prima facie evidence o f an unfair trade practice in
violation o f 5 M .R.S.A. §207 (1979).

S T A T U T O R Y A U T H O R IT Y 10 M .R.S.A. §1474 subsection 4F
E F F E C T IV E D A TE :
M a y 24, 1988
E F F E C T IV E D A T E (E L E C T R O N IC C O N V E R S IO N ):
M a y 4, 1996
AM ENDED:
September 26, 1998; also converted to M S W ord format
N O N -S U B S T A N T IV E C O R R E C TIO N :
March 6, 2006 - missing Appendix D inserted
AM ENDED:
M y 5, 2009 - filin g 2009-289
N O N -S U B S T A N T IV E C O R R E C TIO N :
July 8, 2010 - Appendix D updated

Unsafe Motor ¥©hide

UNSAFE MOTOR VEHICLE
THIS CAR DOES NOT MEET MAINE’S INSPECTION
LAWS AND IS UNSAFE TO DRIVE ON THE ROAD.
THIS CAR W I L L N E E D TO BE REBUILT OR R E P A I R E D
I N ORDER TO MEET M A I N E ’S I N S P E C T I O N L A W S
A N D BE SAFELY DRIVEN ON T H E R O A D .
Th e fallowing inspection report should he reviewed carefully before purchasing this vehicle:

Make
Mnripl

A.
B.
C.

a
E
F.
G.
H.
1.
J.
K.
L
M.
N.
0.

Year
VIN

DODGE _
CARAVAN

Body components;
Brakes;
Exhaust system;
Glazing;
Horn
Ughts and directional signals;
Rearview mirrors;
Reflectors;
Running gear;
Safety seat belts;
Steering mechanism;
Tires;
Windshield wipers.
Catalytic Convertor
Fuel filler neck restriction

PASS
□
IS

m
3
IS
£
IS
□
53
□
l£
0
5

John Smith..
Inspection Mechanic

97.56?___
Mileage

2901_____________
inspection Station #

12/20/04______
Date of Inspection

_ 1996

FAIL

COM M ENT

O
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

m
□
E3
□
□
P

Buyers Signature
12/23/04
Date of Sale

THIS VEHICLE M U S T BE TOW ED FROM THIS LOCATION
■"Voluntaiy comments by the inspecting mechanic

COPIES; Wt-UTE-OWNER, CANARY-VEHICLE WINDOW, .PINK-DEALER
Perm U M V -ÏÏ
F u r P tn c .UTJtrtme S M a lM ■ Auttun, UUn. 0*21 D- 207-7614613
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